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ABSTRACT 
 

This is an analysis of Blu’s courage to find his true love and to save other exotic birds 
in Rio movie which is conducted by using an individual psychological approach. The object 
study is Rio movie that the screen play is by Carlos Saldanha. It is using by an individual 
psychological approach. In analyzing this study, the writer uses qualitative methodology of 
research and individual psychological approach. The primary data source of this research is 
Rio movie that the screen play is Carlos Saldanha. The secondary data sources are book such 
as The Practice and Theory of Individual Psychology, Theories of Personality, Theory of 
Literature, and the other source that support the analysis. The results show that based on the 
individual psychological analysis, Rio is a movie that has individual psychology aspect that 
builds in the story and character in this movie. Based on structural analysis, the director has 
successfully delivered the moral message through all structural elements. The only way to 
face our fear is to do what we are afraid of, no matter how terrifying it is. Carlos Saldanha. 
the director, also delivered Each of the structural elements is interrelated to each other to 
form a solid unity. 
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1. Introduction 

Birds are a species of a fowl which can fly and live freely in nature with their colony. 

Birds are social; they communicate using visual signals and through calls and songs, and 

participate in social behaviors, including cooperative breeding and hunting, flocking, and 

mobbing of predators (Sonya Welter, http://www.ehow.com/how-does_4567063_birds-

communicate.html). All birds have wings and feathers, but not all birds fly. Penguins, for 

example, cannot fly. They have special oily feathers that make them waterproof (Glossopedia, 

http://www.globio.org/glossopedia/article.aspx?art_id=25#). 

Blu (major character of Rio movie) is a male macaw which cannot fly because he is 

raised by a human since he was a baby. He is treated as a human baby. Therefore, he grows, 
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behaves and acts like human. He eats human food, reads, and even knows how to operate 

computer. He does not interact with his other species and he does not know how birds live. 

When Blu falls in love with Jewel, a female macaw, he does some courages to attract 

her. Based on Sandro Botticelli , courage is the ability to confront fear, pain, danger, 

uncertainty, or intimidation. Here, Blu has some courages to make his dream comes true.  

Rio, often promoted as Rio: the Movie, is a 2011 American 3D computer-animated 

musical comedy film produced by Blue Sky Studios and directed by Carlos Saldanha. Rio is 

the adaptation of a well-known game named Angry Bird. The title refers to the Brazilian city 

of Rio de Janeiro, in which the film is set. The film features the voices of Jesse Eisenberg, 

Anne Hathaway, George Lopez, Jemaine Clement and Jake T. Austin.  

2. Research Method 

In analysing the major character of the movie, an individual psychological approach is 

used. The research method of this study are as follows. In this research, the writer uses a 

qualitative research. It is library research while data sources are using literary data. It is 

purposed to analyze the movie using Individual Psychological perspective. The steps to 

conduct this research are (1) determining the type of the study (2) determining the object of 

the study, (3) determining data and data source, (4) determining technique of data collection, 

and (5) determining technique of data analysis. 

The object of the study is Rio movie by Carlos Saldanha and publishing in 2011 by Blue 

Sky Studios Movie. It is analyzed by an Individual Psychological approach. There are two 

types of the data namely primary data and secondary data that are needed to do this research. 

The primary data source of the study is Rio movie by Carlos Saldanha and published by Blue 

Sky Studios Movie. The secondary data sources are book such as The Practice and Theory of 

Individual Psychology, Theories of Personality, Theory of Literature, virtual references 
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(internet) and the other source that support the analysis.The techniques of data collection are 

capturing the picture and note taking, with the steps are: watching the movie repeatedly, 

taking notes of important parts both primary and secondary data, arranging the data into 

several groups based on its classification, selecting particular parts considered important and 

relevant for analysis, drawing conclusion and formulate suggestion. 

In analyzing the data, the writer applies a descriptive approach. The steps taken by the 

writer in analyzing the data are as follows: the first step is analyzing the data of this research. 

Analyzing the data of this research is trying to clarify the obtained data by selecting the 

necessary ones. Second step is analyzing the data based on an Individual Psychological 

approach. 

In order to know the courage of Blu to find his true love and to save other exotic birds 

in Carlos Saldanha’s movie, Rio, the writer uses an Individual Psychological approach 

because it is closely related to personality. Individual Psychological approach is a science that 

attempts to understand the experiences and behaviors of each person as an organized entity. 

Human being as single, invisible, self consistent. Man is a conscious being, he is aware of the 

reason for his behavior. 

3. Fiction Finalism 

It deals with individual goal of life, which is unreal in nature or as a fiction. 

According to Adler as quoted by Hjelle and Ziegler (1992: 154), each person’s guest for 

superiority is guided by the fictional goal that he or she has adopted. He also believes that 

the person’s fictional goal of superiority is self-determined; it is formed by the person’s 

own creative power, therefore it makes the individually unique. 

In Rio movie, the fictional finalism can be seen when Blu tries hard to fly. He is 

unable to fly since he was domesticated by human being, Linda. Blu is a macaw bird who 
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is unable to fly. As a bird, he also longs to do what a bird can do as the natural gift from 

God, being able to fly. He just realizes it when Tulio, an ortologist coming to Linda’s 

bookstore, does not know that Blu is unable to fly. He flies Blu to the air but Blu falls 

down. 

Blu : Natural instincts. 
There is nothing natural about being thrown half way across the room. 
Hah, I'll show him. 
I can do this. 
I just have to work out the physics. 
I have quadrated my vector angles. 
I have adjusted for wind shear, house every reinforcement. 
Good. 
Okay, let's see. 
Flaps open, perfect. 
Landing gear, checked. 
Tail flaps, operational. 
And actually, not bad. 
This is it. Let's fly. 
Just keep it simple. 
Thrust, lift, drag, and wait. 
Thrust, lift, drag, wait! 
Thrust, lift, drag, wait! 
Thrust, lift, drag, wait! (R/113) 

Blu tries hard to fly. He reads some books like Trajectory, Flying, and Flight 

Fundamental by Ludwig and Troubetzkoy. He also makes notes about flight. Blu 

cannot fly naturally as a bird but he is a smart bird who can read, write, and operate 

computer. 

His desire of flying becomes stronger after he meets Jewel, a female macaw 

whom he loves so much. Blu feels jealous and feels like a loser when he sees Jewel 

and other birds flying while he just watches them flying. 

Blu : Nothing. Everything is perfect. You be off to the rainforest. I’ll be back to 
Linda. Just like we planned. 

Jewel : I guess I thought maybe... 
Blu : What, that you'll come to Minnesota? Great, I guess I make you a scarf. 
Jewel : No, that's not what I meant. 
Blu : Look Jewel, I can't spend my life walking around following you wherever 

you're going. 
Jewel : Hey, it's not my fault you can't fly. 
Blu : I'm tiko-tako out of here. 
Jewel : Fine! See you around Pet. (R/958) 
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From the dialogue above Blu is jealous because he cannot fly and just watches 

Jewel and his friends fly to celebrate their freedom. He feels very shy and weak, so he 

thinks that he will be able to fly someday if he has courage and put efforts. 

4. Inferiority Feeling 

Inferiority means feeling weak and unskilled in the face of tasks that need to be 

completed. It is manifestation of individual consciousness due to a condition, which is 

resulted from inability or imperfection’s feeling. The inferiority feeling is considered as a 

challenge to strive for the compensation of inferiority until psychological equilibrium is 

attained (Hall and Lindzey, 1985: 147). 

The inferiority feeling and compensation in Rio movie can be seen when Blu feels 

guilty when he lets Jewel be caught by Nigel after they had a quarrel. Blu is jealous of 

Jewel, Rafael, and the other birds when they fly together to celebrate Jewel ‘s and Blu’ 

freedom from a chain which connects their legs. He says something which hurts Jewel, 

Rafael, Pedro, and Nico. It is big wounds for Blu seeing his friends fly freely while he 

just watches them under. Thus, when Jewel is conscious that Blu is watching them under, 

she comes close to Blu and asks what happened to him. Unfortunately, Blu feels 

offended; he thinks that Jewel will make him shy because he is unable to fly. 

Jewel :Blu? Blu, What wrong? 
Blu : Nothing. Everything is perfect. You be off to the rainforest. I be back to 

Linda. Just like we planned. 
Rafael : Hey birds! Stop yapping and start flapping. Let's go! 
Jewel : I guess I thought maybe... 
Blu : What, that you'll come to Minnesota? Great, I guess I make you a scarf. 
Jewel :No, that's not what I meant. 
Blu : Look Jewel, I can't spend my life walking around following you wherever 

you're going. 
Jewel : Hey, it's not my fault you can't fly. 
Pedro : Awkward. 
Rafael : Okay, okay. You know what? This is good, just clear the air. Just be 

completely honest with each other. 
Blu : You want honesty! Fine, I can be honest. I don't belong here. In fact, I 

never wanted to come here in the first place. And...and, you know what? I 
hate to Samba! 

Rafael : Hey, that's a little too far.  
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Blu : Make the mean bird take it back. Yes, I said it. Every song sounds exactly 
the same. Tiko-tako, yayaya, Tiko-tako, yayaya. Urghhh. I'm tiko-tako out of 
here. 

Jewel :Fine! See you around Pet.(R/958) 
Jewel is angry with Blu because he seems to be mad at her because he cannot 

fly, so he cannot go wherever she goes.  Moreover, in his desperation, Blu also says 

hurtful things about his existence  and samba. He is too sensitive and melancholic, 

and easily offended when talking about flying. Finally they go separately; Jewel flies 

away and so does him. Everyone hurts. 

Blu feels guilty when he knows that Jewel be caught by Nigel. He thinks that it 

is his entire fault. Due to the big quarrel, then Jewel is caught by Nigel on the way. 

He feels guilty to Jewel , so that before deciding to go back to Linda, he decides to 

rescue her from Nigel. 

Pedro :  Blu! Blu! Hey Blu! I was flying, then I saw this big cockatoo 
with big ninja talon. This cockatoo was ugly. Anyway to the point. Then 
Jewel was there, and he snatched Jewel up. Then he was like, "You coming 
with me you little princess?" And Jewel was like, Pssh!, pssh! "I'm no 
princess, leave me alone." And I was like, "hey!". Then he was like "what!" 

Blu : Stop! Just tell me what happened.  
Nico : He got Jewel. And he's taking Jewel to the parade. 
Blu :This is all my fault. Let's fly! (R/1019) 
 

Based on the inferiority feelings above, Blu shows more desire to fly. He tries to 

prove that he is responsible for what he has done to Jewel. He shows efforts in saving 

Jewel from Nigel and fight with Nigel although he is unable to fly. 

5. Striving for Superiority 

This is a response to the feeling of inferiority. By inferiority feeling, person will 

make some efforts to cover it. Person will strive to cover his or her weaknesses to be 

perfect, superior and regarded (Feist, 1985: 68). Adler (in Fredenburgh, 1971: 219). 

In Rio movie, the striving for superiority can be seen when Blu is conscious of what 

he has done to Jewel, Rafael, Pedro and Nico. It  is really shameful, so he tries to save 

Jewel and the other exotic birds as the compensation of his stupid thing. It should not 
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happen. Because of his jealousy seeing Jewel and his friends fly happily after his freedom 

from a chain, he does stupid thing. He hurts Jewel and his friends with his disrespectful 

words. He says that he hates Samba. 

When Blu hears that Jewel is caught by Nigel after the quarrel, Blu is really 

panic and does not think anything except saving Jewel. He thinks that it is his entire 

fault. He makes Jewel cry and fly far away alone. Luiz carries Blu on his head, 

striving to get to the carnival place as soon as possible. Blu sees Jewel and the other 

exotic birds carried by Marcel and his henchmen with a helicopter. Blu gets into the 

helicopter and opens the cages by popping the cage like a soda can. 

6. Style of Life 

According to Adler (in Hjelle and Zigler, 1992:144), the style of life encompasses 

the unique pattern of traits, behaviors and habits which, when taken together, defines the 

flavor of person’s existence. The style of originally called “life plan” or “guiding image’ 

refers to unique ways in which people pursue their goal (Ryckman, 1985:98). 

In Rio movie, Blu’s style of life is inclined to be the avoiding type. As quoted by 

Adler, the avoiding type is people who try to escape from life’s problems and take part in 

not too much socially constructive activity. Blu is domesticated by a human and does not 

have many interactions with his species. Therefore, he is inclined to escape from his life 

problems rather than facing it. 

Blu : The perfect marshmallow to cocoa ratio. One, two, three, four, 
five...Six!  

The two geese : Well, if it isn't my favorite nerd bird. 
Blu  : Very funny, real mature.  
The two gooses : Hey Pet, where are you migrating to this year? The 'broad-first' 

nook? 
Blu : Throw all the snow balls you want. I'm protected by this magical 

force field, called "glass". It's what keep us so toasty and warm in 
here, while you guys are out there freezing your... 

The two gooses : Haaahaaahaaaa #sarcastic laughing. 
Blu  : Classy. (R/45) 
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In the dialogue above, the two geese are insulting Blu. They think that he is a 

nerd because he is very different from other birds. He does not know how to act as the 

other birds. He is unable to fly, he eats like what human being eats, and he likes doing 

what human being does. Blu tries not to listen to what the two geese have said. He 

escapes from his life problem that he is an abnormal bird who never interacts with 

other species and that he cannot fly like other normal birds. 

Blu : I changed my mind. Maybe we can find a bus schedule or something. 
Rafael : Come on, you are not going to back out now? Not in front of a lady. 
Blu : Okay, yes..., sure. 
Rafael : All right, that's the spirit. 
Jewel : You sure you're up for this? 
Blu : I mean it's not like we're hurdling ourselves off the mountain or something. 

Right? 
Rafael : Actually that was pretty much my entire plan. 
Blu : What? 
Rafael : Don't worry Blu. It's in your DNA. And if our featherless friends can do it, 

how hard can it be? 
Flyer : Help me! 
Rafael : Fun right? 
Blu : Yeah, fun. 
Rafael : Okay, I need you two to get closer. Closer. Closer. Nice. Now, put your 

wings around each other. 
Blu : What? 
Rafael : Come on amigos, Not that she's going to bite. Will you? 
Jewel : We'll see. 
Rafael : Now, you flap your right wing and you flap your left wing. And together, 

you fly. 
Blu : This doesn't seem aerodynamically possible. 
Rafael : You think too much. Flying is not what you think up here. It's what you feel 

in here. And when you feel the rhythm of your heart. It's like samba. You 
fly. See, it's easy. 

Blu : Easy? 
Blu : Easy for you to say because from here, it looks really hard. 
Jewel : Hey, if want to see Linda again, This is the only way. 
Blu : Okay, you're right. 
Jewel : Yes, I am. 
Blu : This is for Linda. 
Jewel : Right. 
Blu : Keep it simple. 
Jewel : Easy breezing. 
Blu : Trust, lift, drag... 
Jewel : Come on, let's go! 
Blu : Wait! 
Jewel : Outside, inside, outside, inside... Come on Blu, you can do it!  
Blu : I can do it, I can do it... I can't do it! 
Jewel : Not again! (They fall down) (R/631) 
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When Rafael wants to teach Blu how to fly, Blu rejects it at first. He says that he 

changes his mind to try to fly because he has seen a man flying in fear and he screams 

for help. It makes Blu more and more afraid. He knows that he is unable to fly and he 

is really worried to fly. That is what makes Blu considered as the avoiding type. 

7. Social Interest 

According to Adler as quoted by Fiest (1985: 71), social interest can be defined as 

an attitude of relatedness with humanity in general, as well as empathy fun each number 

of human race. 

In Rio movie, Blu is an avoiding type. Therefore, it can be concluded that he has 

little social interest with other and has less activity. He is domesticated by a human, so he 

does not have much social interaction with other birds especially his species. He also 

does not have self confidence because he cannot fly as other birds do. When there are two 

geese insulting him, he does not care with the insult and continues his daily activities, 

drinking coffee for marshmallow, attending the bookstore with Linda, reading books, etc. 

Blu ever tries to fly, but he fails. He reads some books about how to fly, he learns 

the ways how to fly and makes some formulas but finally he darts away and falls when he 

is trying to fly. From that incident, Blu does not want to fly or even learns how to do it. 

He has a traumatic feeling of flying. It is clearly shown when Rafael and Jewel teach Blu 

how to fly. Blu is excited at first, but when they are on a mountain area Blu trembles. He 

is scared when he looks down to the ground. Finally, he ruins the plan. Blu and Jewel fall 

down. 

It is the first time for Blu to interact with other birds directly in nature. Blu is a pet. 

He does not know his natural habitat. He still does not know how to act and interact with 

them. When seeing his friends flying freely in the air, he feels jealous while he just 
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watches them from the ground. He regrets that he cannot fly. He is offended with what 

Jewel has said. 

He is lost and away from Linda and he feels strange, weak and alone because 

Linda is the only one who understands him. He finally gives up. However, when he 

knows that Linda is captured by Nigel, he is fired up. He tries hard to save Linda. Blu 

creates the relationship with other characters in order to support his goal. His 

relationship with Linda and other birds can make him realize about the meaning of 

life. 

8. Creative Power 

According to Adler as quoted by Hjlle and Ziegler (1992:150), creative power 

means the influences of heredity any environment toward a person in overcoming the 

problem of life. Each person is empowered with the freedom to create his or her own 

life. 

In Rio movie, Blu has some efforts to reach his fictional goal. The first, Blu 

reads some books of flying like Trajectory, Flying, and Flight Fundamental by 

Ludwig and Troubetzkoy. He also makes a formula of flying. Although Blu is a bird 

but he is smart, he can read and operate computer. It shows that he is a creative bird 

who reads and makes a formula of flying. He tries to do it because he is desperate of 

being a bird that cannot fly. He believes that all birds are able to fly although he is an 

exception. 

Besides, he really wants to fly because of a female macaw bird. As a male 

macaw bird, he wants to show his masculine side to a girl he fonds of. He meets 

Rafael in the jungle, and he teaches him how to fly. Jewel who is connected by a 

chain with Blu’s leg, also gives support to him. Blu is really confident at first, but 
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when he looks down, he is really frightened. He is hesitant whether to fly or not. 

Finally, he tries to fly because of Jewel. He does not want to look weak in front of a 

girl. However, he fails. 

He does not become a loser anymore when he tries to save Jewel who is 

captured by Nigel. He also saves the other exotic birds. But when Jewel’s wings are 

hurt, Blu has to carry her out from a broken plane so that they will not fall down. In a 

compulsory condition, Blu spreads out his wings and tries to fly. He flies and saves 

Jewel. Finally, the happiness has come to Tyler Blu Gunderson through his efforts. 

The facts above show that the final goal of Blu guides him to be more creative in 

making his dream come true. 

9. Courage Analysis 

Based on Sandro Botticelli Theory, the type of courage is divided into two parts; 

Physical Courage 

Physical Courage is courage in the face of physical pain, hardship, death, or threat of 

death. In Rio movie, there is no physical courage to face the problem in the story of the 

movie. Physical courage is courage to face problems like physical pain, death and the 

threat of death and these substances are not shown by the major character of Rio movie. 

Moral Courage 

Moral Courage is the ability to act rightly in the face of popular opposition, shame, 

scandal, or discouragement. In Rio movie, the moral courage can be seen in the case of 

popular opposition. Opposition is something or someone that is completely different to 

another person or thing. Blu, the major character of this movie, has a big difference from 

other birds. He is unable to fly. Thus, he tries hard to learn how to fly by reading the 

fundamental book of flying and practice it. He also asks Rafael to teach him how to fly. 
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To face shame, Blu thinks that he should end the shame. He has ever been insulted 

by two geese because he is unable to fly. That is why Blu wants to end the shame by 

trying hard to fly. The third is sex scandal between Blu and Jewel. As a male bird that 

falls in love with a female bird, it is embarrassing that Blu is unable to fly. It is really not 

cool. Blu also fixes the problem when he saves Jewel who almost falls down from a 

plane. He collects all his bravery and tries flying. 

The last is the courage to face discouragement. Discouragement is a feeling when 

you have lost your confidence or enthusiasm for something. Blu totally loses his 

confidence when he just watches Jewel, Rafael, Pedro and Nico fly happily to celebrate 

Blu’s and Jewel’ freedom from the chain. He is really sad and jealous why he is the only 

bird in the world that cannot fly. The accident of Jewel’s capturing has made Blu 

conscious that he should wake up from his weakness and fix it. Those are the moral 

courage which are found in Blu, the major character of the movie. 

10. Conclusion 

First, based on structural analysis, the director has successfully delivered the moral 

message through all structural elements. The only way to face our fear is to do what we are 

afraid of, no matter how terrifying it is. Each of the structural elements is interrelated to each 

other to form a solid unity. The structural elements of the movie also support the story of this 

movie. Second, based on the individual psychological analysis, Rio is a movie that has 

individual psychology aspect that builds in the story and character in this movie.  
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